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About This Game

Oh no!
The chicken coop is getting too crowded! Chase down those chickens and toss them out of there before the coop gets overrun!

The chickens will run from you and hatch more and more chicks until they are free. If too many chickens are in the coop at
once, you lose!

Make sure you put on your deodorant because this one will get ya all sweaty! :D
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Title: Chicken Chase
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Kalan Ray
Publisher:
VKTRY Creative Studios
Release Date: 5 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Win 7

Processor: Intel i5-4590 or AMD FX 8350

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX970, or AMD Radeon R9 290

Storage: 115 MB available space
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Just the standard time based strategy game, very much like the mobile ones. I really enjoy these games and this one is no
different.. I really liked the art, setting, story and the characters! Cyrus, the protagonist, impressed me especially. She isn't a
bland character and can actually fight. Most of the times I can't really get into a visual novel if I don't like the protagonist and
I'm glad that wasn't the case here. I do feel like there wasn't a lot of romance and sometimes it felt like the romantic
development happend too fast (as in there wasn't a lot of build up but they fall in love anyway), but it didn't bother me too
much. There are also a few spelling mistakes, but they might correct that later. All in all, I thoroughly enjoyed this otome game!.
You are a group of super heroes who punch nazis make of that what you wish. brought this as sounded like a good exprience but
i soon realised that i wasted my money as the only thing that happens is you drive along for 15 secs then get out of vehicle and
you have 1 soldier run behind a vehicle, 1 behind a building and 1 abit further back and they all fire shots very slow and
continusly and will not allow you to teleport any further. i waited quite long to see if anything else happens if they move up
more or anything but it was just the same. when i wrote a message on the disscusions to see if it bugged out or if it was ment to
be longer but got no replys from devs so i really DON'T recommend this and people save your money from this as its a pointless
game\/experience. cant wait intill someone does a really good version of what this should of been.. \u00abMolten Armor\u00bb

Hardcore tower defence with great soundtrack and many different levels which requires different strategies and planning.
Graphic is so-so, but it doesn't matter that much in TD. Gameplay is challenging and enjoyable - Molten Armor is a great game
for hardcore TDs fans.. If you did not like sam & max, you won't like this either.. Very good remaster. Better than most
Nintendo games to this day.. Fun mod, very original story, using the energy pellets, which is cool, and tying it into the story of
the original Portal and how GLaDOS is not there. Overall 9/10 just for some stuff thats a bit confusing in a few of the tests. So
yeah, original, fun, ties into the canon timeline.
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You can listen to this sound track for free on YouTube but I don't speak BROKE. gt;I wake up in my office at the police station.
>Power goes out.
>Head toward the control room to investigate.
>Heard a noise, so I go check it out.
>Saw a large robot wolf sitting in the hallway with a note saying "8237".
>Got jumpscared by ghost at the control room door.
>Entered "8237" into the door's number pad.
>Turned on power.
>Go back and find wolf missing.
>Got chased by wolf.
>Hid in closet.
>Wolf sits outside the closet for ten minutes before leaving.
>Made a break for the front door.
>Wolf was in lobby.
>Ran away some more.
>Went back to my office.
>Crawled out the window.
>Went home and played CASE: Animatronics.

10/10, this game was fun.. At first I had to get a refund, becuase the game was running really bad and I was very disappointed.
They fixed the problems though and I bouth the game again. It runs fine now and it's a lot of fun, just like all the other SK
games. Worth a try.. Bias: I am a dinosaur. I like to loot, destroy, and trample

This game is great.
It is a mix of minekeeper with dungeoning. Hopefully the square you select does not have a monster in it, if it does, hopefully
you can defeat it.
You make your way through multiple levels in each region of the map, unlocking new characters and new goodies to make the
game play easier. (well hopefully easier). You can even play a never ending dungeon. This game is quick and fast paced in my
opinion, and you can easily pick up play a level, and put down and not get two confused where you were. You can also pick up
some neat boosts for health, attack or defense prior to a level with extensive number of levels.

I would this game a 9/10. It was fun and easy to understand. Also has a mobile version if you want to play on the go (though I
dont think you can connect steam and mobile accounts together). You can even for fun play a never ending dungeon and see
how far you can go before the monsters in the dungeon defeat you.

I highly recommend. Totally worth the price and gameplay, given a few of my friends copies because it such a neat game.. The
best Total War clone.. Bejeweled with monsters.
Nothing real interesting here. worth a few bucks for bejeweled fans.

Game is for mobile devices, relying on single mouse button. no keyboard controls.
Nevertheless, like similar games, hard to stop playing.. Great game, needs a level editor though.
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